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About This Content

Max realises that changing the past can lead to painful consequences and that time is not a great healer. Her investigation into
the disappearance of Rachel Amber begins to reach a thrilling conclusion as she finds the Dark Room. Will the answers lie

within? Or will there just be trouble?

Life Is Strange: Dark Room is part Four of a five part series that sets out to revolutionise story based choice and consequence
games.

Features

A beautifully written modern adventure game

Rewind time to change the course of events
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Multiple endings depending on the choices you make

Striking, hand-painted visuals

Distinct, licensed indie soundtrack
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Title: Life is Strange - Episode 4
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
DONTNOD ENTERTAINMENT, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Life is Strange
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/ 512 MB RAM (not recommended for Intel HD Graphics cards)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Sick of 20 min long (short) dota 2 games? sick of finally getting all your 'end game' items and then the game ending? Want to
tank and heal dungeon style but not commit a lifetime to raiding?

all of the above.

this game is a perfect solution. I just wish more players would come.

[UPDATE] Review changed to negative due to the game being abandonware. 100 Hours achivement is bugged so I can never
get 100% completion. This game could be solid but seriously needs dev attention.

DO NOT BUY.. Weapon interactions are not very good, feels floaty and not good overall. Maps are have no color and are bland
for the most part. Sound design is pretty bad right now. The guns dont sound quite right and the footsteps are extremely
annoying. I cant even count the amount of bugs. It does nothing better than any of its competition and they've said they're
sticking with the simplified guns over fully interatable guns which is what turns me away from this game the most.

Edit: Game is already dead. It's a fund to support the Capcom Pro Tour.

Is that a dragon or a lion behind Ryu?

I would consider it a lion.. Just AWSOME, relembers me my childhood game bomberman and has a simple gameplay and wide
customization.
The only thing it needs for now is more maps :). This may not be as good as Crisis in the Kremlin, but it is still an excellent look
at the political and economic situation in China in the 70's and 80's.
One thing I am enjoying is how this is the opposite of Crisis in the Kremlin, Russia was falling n 1985 but China is rising in '76.

If you enjoy history and simulation games give this a try, I am attempting to help users with questions as the interface is not
perfect.. Fair and balanced game. Pro tip: don't trust Greece
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Be Careful it's critical error.

My PC sytem have 16G Main Rand and Gforce 1050Ti..
but, always OOM Error occur!

I Have another Toposim like Korea...Taiwan..\/ West Europe...etc.
These DLS is work well.

but South America....Does' work.....
.....
Note: USA Mountain West also Error Program... be careful
If you perfer High Graphic Settin in FSX....South America and US Mountain West couldn't load.... Not recommended if you are
a male. Without giving too much away... the game is based around a gimmick. It is nice to see how the art and story are
successfully weaved around that gimmick, but ultimately the game turns into a feminist sermon, with some wish fulfilment
fantasy thrown in. Undoubtedly the authors are convinced they are giving good advice. They are dreadfully wrong. Bottom line,
if your testosterone levels are normal, don't play this. You were warned.. Sword Master VR Is honestly one of the best
experiences for the Vive that is out right now

Sword play is fast and chaotic whilst the weapons feel like they have a lot of weight behind them

Here is just a quick video showing off a little of the crazy fun that is the combat

https://youtu.be/tswYBxXd7Qw. would recommend if you like some anime tiddies. It's, okay, just a wave shooter in the dark. It
isn't too bad but a bit pricey for the amount of content it has.
If you find it on sale, sure, go ahead and grab it.. 1 legs add speed
2 legs add more speed
7 Legs add max speed

Massive legs strat to win the game :)

Only 4,99$ / 2,5$(while discount) this is more than you can expect & multiplayer tooo
Must have it (specially when discount)
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